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Experimental Results
★ Datasets [10]

* MS Dataset: 2310 images from more than six types of scenes. 
* NCAA Dataset: 9,736 frames of an event detection video dataset [13] covering 10 
different types of events. 

★ Comparisons with existing important people detection models

★ Evaluations of different components in POINT & Comparison with existing 
attention model.

★ Evaluation of 𝒓 & 𝑵𝒓 in POINT

★ Evaluation of different attention function for modeling interactions.

Introduction

Learning to Learn Relation for Important People Detection in Still Images
Wei−Hong Li#,%, Fa−Ting Hong# and Wei−Shi Zheng#

#Sun Yat-sen University %University of Edinburgh

★ Introduction & Motivation
* Humans can easily recognize the importance of people in social event images, and they 
always focus on the most important individuals. (Thinking about how we record the 
basketball game) 
* Directly analyzing the importance from individual feature of persons is NOT enough 
and designing a network that can learn to model relations for important people detection 
remains unsolved.

★ Contributions
* The proposed POINT is the first to investigate deep learning for exploring and 
encoding the relation features and exploiting them for important people detection.
* We investigate the effect of various types of basic interaction functions on modeling 
pair-wise persons interactions and the effect of different types of information on 
important people detection. 
* The POINT achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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★ Visual comparison with other relation models
In this figure, (a) and (b) present the input person-
person interactions of 𝒱#

' and the output person-
person interactions of 𝒱(

'. Our method (i.e., our 
relation modeling function weakens the effect of 
the interaction from 𝒱(

' to 𝒱#
' (the red link) as 𝒱(

'

has too many outputs (d). The attention model [18] 
(reference in paper) treats each node equally, and 
the interaction from 𝒱(

' to 𝒱#
' has a larger impact 

(c). 
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Table 1. The mAP (%) of Different Methods on both Datasets

Method
Max- Max- Max- Most- Max- SVR-

VIP
Ramanathan’s

PR
Ours

Face Pedestrian Saliency Center Scale Person model [13] (POINT)
MS Dataset 35.7 30.7 40.3 50.9 73.9 75.9 76.1 - - 88.6 92.0

NCAA Dataset 31.4 24.7 26.4 30.0 31.8 64.5 53.2 61.8 74.1 97.3

Table 2. The mAP (%) for Evaluating Different Components of our POINT
on Both Datasets.

Dataset Method mAP Method mAP

MS Dataset

BaseInter 72.6 POINTInter
76.5

BaseInter+Loca 79.5 POINTInter+Loca
85.6

BaseInter+Exter+Loca
89.2 POINTInter+Exter+Loca

92.0

NCAA Dataset

BaseInter 89.1 POINTInter
90.3

BaseInter+Loca 89.9 POINTInter+Loca
93.9

BaseInter+Exter+Loca
95.8 POINTInter+Exter+Loca

97.3

Table 3. The mAP (%) for Evaluating our Methods of Integrating Global
Information on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

POINTH
p

91.2 POINTH
p

96.0
POINTEq. (8) 91.3 POINTEq. (8) 96.7

POINTEq. (3)+Eq. (7)
92.0 POINTEq. (3)+Eq. (7)

97.3

Table 4. The mAP (%) for Comparison of our Method and the one in [18]
for Estimating the Importance Relation on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

Attention [18] 90.0 Attention [18] 95.8
Ours (POINT) 92.0 Ours (POINT) 97.3

16. From the table, it is clear that our POINT obtains state-
of-the-art results. It is noteworthy that our POINT achieves
a significant improvement of 23.2 % on the NCAA Dataset
over the PersonRank method that achieved the best perfor-
mance previously (i.e., 74.1 %). This verifies the efficacy
of our POINT method for extracting higher level semantic
feature that embraces more effective information for im-
portant people detection, compared to those customized or
deep features trained for other tasks. This also indicates the
effectiveness of incorporate the relation modeling with fea-
ture learning for important people detection. Interestingly,
the improvement on the MS Dataset is significantly less
than that on the NCAA Dataset (i.e., 3.4% vs 23.2%, re-
spectively). The reason is that there are limited numbers of
images (i.e., 2310 images in total), which limited the training
of our deep model, even though the data augmentation of the
training data (such as RandomCrop) has been used on the
MS Dataset.

6On the MS Dataset, we did not compare Ramanathan’s model [13] as
it uses temporal information, which is not provided in the MS Dataset. All
the results of other methods are from [10]

Table 5. The mAP (%) for Evaluating the Effect of r on Both Datasets

Dataset Baseline
Ours (POINT)

r=1 r=2 r=4 r=8 r=16 r=32
MS Dataset 89.2 90.7 91.4 92.0 91.4 91.8 91.4

NCAA Dataset 95.8 96.2 96.8 97.3 96.8 97.0 96.6

Table 6. The mAP (%) for Evaluating the Effect of Nr on Both Datasets

Dataset Baseline
Ours (POINT)

Nr=1 Nr=2 Nr=4 Nr=6
MS Dataset 89.18 91.96 91.97 90.99 90.90

NCAA Dataset 95.84 97.28 97.24 97.29 96.02

Table 7. The mAP (%) for Evaluating Different Types of Attention Func-
tions on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

POINTScaled Dot Product 90.7 POINTScaled Dot Product 96.2
POINTAdditive

92.0 POINTAdditive
97.3

4.3. Evaluation of Our POINT

Evaluating Different Components of POINT. Since there
is a lack of end-to-end trainable deep learning models for
important people detection, we form a baseline that only
comprises the feature representation module and the im-
portance classification module. This approach predicts the
importance of persons without considering their relations
with others and the event-person relations. It is defined as:

sBaseline

i = fO(pi|✓O) � fS(fOi |✓S). (9)

It is formed to evaluate the effect of the relation module
(i.e., our POINT) and different components of the feature
(i.e., the interior feature, the location feature and the exte-
rior/contextual feature). The results are reported in Table
2 where the BaseInter indicates the baseline using only the
interior feature and POINTInter + Loca +Exter is our full model.
The POINT, using the feature comprising all features, is
described in Section 3.2.

From Table 2, it is noteworthy that our POINT consis-
tently obtains better mAP values than the baseline using
different types of features (e.g., 92.0% vs 89.2%, respec-
tively, on the MS Dataset using three types of cues). This
result indicates that embedding the relation module intro-
duced in this paper can significantly aid in extracting more
discriminant, higher level semantic information, which dra-
matically increases the performance. Additionally, we can
see that both the baseline and POINT improve the mAP on
important people detection by using more cues compared to
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described in Section 3.2.

From Table 2, it is noteworthy that our POINT consis-
tently obtains better mAP values than the baseline using
different types of features (e.g., 92.0% vs 89.2%, respec-
tively, on the MS Dataset using three types of cues). This
result indicates that embedding the relation module intro-
duced in this paper can significantly aid in extracting more
discriminant, higher level semantic information, which dra-
matically increases the performance. Additionally, we can
see that both the baseline and POINT improve the mAP on
important people detection by using more cues compared to
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Table 1. The mAP (%) of Different Methods on both Datasets

Method
Max- Max- Max- Most- Max- SVR-

VIP
Ramanathan’s

PR
Ours

Face Pedestrian Saliency Center Scale Person model [13] (POINT)
MS Dataset 35.7 30.7 40.3 50.9 73.9 75.9 76.1 - - 88.6 92.0

NCAA Dataset 31.4 24.7 26.4 30.0 31.8 64.5 53.2 61.8 74.1 97.3

Table 2. The mAP (%) for Evaluating Different Components of our POINT
on Both Datasets.

Dataset Method mAP Method mAP

MS Dataset

BaseInter 72.6 POINTInter
76.5

BaseInter+Loca 79.5 POINTInter+Loca
85.6

BaseInter+Exter+Loca
89.2 POINTInter+Exter+Loca

92.0

NCAA Dataset

BaseInter 89.1 POINTInter
90.3

BaseInter+Loca 89.9 POINTInter+Loca
93.9

BaseInter+Exter+Loca
95.8 POINTInter+Exter+Loca

97.3

Table 3. The mAP (%) for Evaluating our Methods of Integrating Global
Information on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

POINTH
p

91.2 POINTH
p

96.0
POINTEq. (8) 91.3 POINTEq. (8) 96.7

POINTEq. (3)+Eq. (7)
92.0 POINTEq. (3)+Eq. (7)

97.3

Table 4. The mAP (%) for Comparison of our Method and the one in [18]
for Estimating the Importance Relation on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

Attention [18] 90.0 Attention [18] 95.8
Ours (POINT) 92.0 Ours (POINT) 97.3

16. From the table, it is clear that our POINT obtains state-
of-the-art results. It is noteworthy that our POINT achieves
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over the PersonRank method that achieved the best perfor-
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spectively). The reason is that there are limited numbers of
images (i.e., 2310 images in total), which limited the training
of our deep model, even though the data augmentation of the
training data (such as RandomCrop) has been used on the
MS Dataset.

6On the MS Dataset, we did not compare Ramanathan’s model [13] as
it uses temporal information, which is not provided in the MS Dataset. All
the results of other methods are from [10]

Table 5. The mAP (%) for Evaluating the Effect of r on Both Datasets

Dataset Baseline
Ours (POINT)

r=1 r=2 r=4 r=8 r=16 r=32
MS Dataset 89.2 90.7 91.4 92.0 91.4 91.8 91.4

NCAA Dataset 95.8 96.2 96.8 97.3 96.8 97.0 96.6

Table 6. The mAP (%) for Evaluating the Effect of Nr on Both Datasets

Dataset Baseline
Ours (POINT)

Nr=1 Nr=2 Nr=4 Nr=6
MS Dataset 89.18 91.96 91.97 90.99 90.90

NCAA Dataset 95.84 97.28 97.24 97.29 96.02

Table 7. The mAP (%) for Evaluating Different Types of Attention Func-
tions on both Datasets.

MS Dataset NCAA Dataset
Method mAP Method mAP

POINTScaled Dot Product 90.7 POINTScaled Dot Product 96.2
POINTAdditive

92.0 POINTAdditive
97.3

4.3. Evaluation of Our POINT

Evaluating Different Components of POINT. Since there
is a lack of end-to-end trainable deep learning models for
important people detection, we form a baseline that only
comprises the feature representation module and the im-
portance classification module. This approach predicts the
importance of persons without considering their relations
with others and the event-person relations. It is defined as:

sBaseline

i = fO(pi|✓O) � fS(fOi |✓S). (9)

It is formed to evaluate the effect of the relation module
(i.e., our POINT) and different components of the feature
(i.e., the interior feature, the location feature and the exte-
rior/contextual feature). The results are reported in Table
2 where the BaseInter indicates the baseline using only the
interior feature and POINTInter + Loca +Exter is our full model.
The POINT, using the feature comprising all features, is
described in Section 3.2.

From Table 2, it is noteworthy that our POINT consis-
tently obtains better mAP values than the baseline using
different types of features (e.g., 92.0% vs 89.2%, respec-
tively, on the MS Dataset using three types of cues). This
result indicates that embedding the relation module intro-
duced in this paper can significantly aid in extracting more
discriminant, higher level semantic information, which dra-
matically increases the performance. Additionally, we can
see that both the baseline and POINT improve the mAP on
important people detection by using more cues compared to
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★ Visual Comparisons
* POINT can can detect the important 
people in some complex cases (e.g. in the 
both image in the second row, the defender 
and the shooter are very closed and our 
POINT can correctly assign most points to 
the shooter while the PersonRank (PR) 
usually pick the defender or other player as 
the important people. 

★ Overview of POINT
* POINT contains three main modules: feature representation module, relation module and 
importance classification module.
* It can be expressed as: 𝑠* = 𝑓-(𝐼, 𝑝*|𝜃-) ∘ 𝑓5(𝐟#, … , 𝐟8, 𝐟9:;<=:|𝜃5) ∘ 𝑓>(𝐟*? |𝜃>)

★ Feature Representation Module
* Interior Feature 
* Exterior Feature
* Global Feature
* Location feature from heat map

★ Relation Module
* Person-person interaction graph:  ℋ'(𝒱', ℰ')

The person-person interaction module: ℰB*
' = max{0,𝒘I J 𝑾L𝐟*- +𝑾N𝐟B- }

* Event-person interaction graph: ℋ9(𝒱9, ℰ9)
The event-person interaction module: ℰ*

9 = max{0,𝒘P J 𝐟*- + 𝐟9:;<=:- }
* Estimate relations from two graphs
✻Estimating the importance interaction among people as: QℰB*

'= ℰB*
' J ℰ*

9

✻We estimate the relations among people by: ℰB* =
RS'( QℰTU

V)

∑XYZ
[ \]^( QℰTX

V )

* Encode importance feature from relations
✻Relation feature: 𝐟*5 = ∑B_#8 ℰB* J (𝑾`𝐟B-)

✻ Importance feature: 𝐟*? = 𝐟*- + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 𝐟*5
Z
, … , 𝐟*5

g
, 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑁

★ Classification Module: 
* two fully connected layers (i.e., 𝑓>(𝐟*?, 𝜃>) to transform the importance feature into two 
scalar values indicating the probability of the person belonging to the important people or 
non-important people classes. 
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